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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
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Abstract

Multi-crystalline silicon is widely used for producing low-cost and high-efficiency solar cells.

During crystal growth and device fabrication, silicon solar cells contain grain boundaries (GBs)

which are preferential segregation sites for atomic impurities such as oxygen atoms. GBs can

induce charge carriers recombination significantly reducing carrier lifetimes and therefore they can

be detrimental for Si device performance. We studied the correlation between structural, energetic

and electronic properties of Σ3{111} Si GB in the presence of vacancies, strain and multiple O

segregation. The study of the structural and energetic properties of GBs in the presence of strain

and vacancies gives an accurate description of the complex mechanisms that control the segregation

of oxygen atoms. We analysed tensile and compressive strain and we obtained that local tensile

strain around O impurities is very effective for segregation. We also studied the role of multiple O

impurities in the presence of Si vacancies finding that the segregation is favorite for those structures

which have restored tetrahedral covalent bonds. The presence of vacancies attract atomic impurities

in order to restore the electronic stability: the interstitial impurity becomes substitutional. This

analysis was the starting point to correlate the change of the electronic properties in Σ3{111} Si

GBs with O impurities in the presence of strain and vacancies. For each structure we analysed the

density of states and its projection on atoms and states, the band gaps, the segregation energy and

their correlation in order to characterise the nature of new energy levels. Actually, knowing the

origin of defined electronic states would allow the optimization of materials in order to reduce non

radiative electron-hole recombination avoiding charge and energy losses and therefore improving

solar cell efficiency.

Keywords: Silicon grain boundaries; oxygen segregation; strain; silicon vacancies; first principles calculations
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-crystalline silicon is widely used for producing low-cost and high-efficiency solar

cells. [1–4] During crystal growth and device fabrication, Si solar cells contain grain bound-

aries (GBs) which can be detrimental for the device performance. [5–7] GBs can create

deep-energy states which induce charge carriers recombination generating a reverse flux of

electrons across the junction that separates the electron- and hole-conducting media. The

effect is a significant reduction of carrier lifetimes. [8–11] Avoiding the recombination is

extremely important for an optimisation of solar cells efficiency. This can be achieved by

tuning the energy levels in the materials.

A novel view about Si GBs was given by Raghunathan et al. [12] whom predicted that GBs

could instead be beneficial to solar energy conversion. They proposed to exploit the elec-

tronic properties of GBs in order to design novel and efficient solar cells. However, electronic

properties of GBs can be very difficult to tune. In fact, GB structures are very variegated

and can easily form vacancies with deep defect electronic states, accelerating charge dissi-

pation. [13] Besides, GBs are also preferential segregation sites for various impurity species

which can significantly influence the electrical properties. [14–18] Segregation activity can

create recombination centers and have a substantial detrimental impact on the conversion

efficiency of solar cells. [19, 20]

Oxygen atoms are inevitably introduced during solar-cell crystal growth which usually

form precipitate recombination centers with different morphology. [21, 22] Complex mech-

anisms control the segregation of oxygen atoms at Si GBs which is influenced by the size

and the orientation of the grains and also by the presence of vacancies and strain in the

GBs.[17, 19, 22–28] Therefore, the possibility or not to engineer GBs for photovoltaics ap-

plications, and more generally to improve solar cell efficiency, depends also on their capacity

to segregate different types of impurities such as oxygen atoms.

Understanding the correlation between structural and electronic properties of GBs in

the presence of vacancies and interacting atomic impurities is crucial to improve solar cells

technology.

In this work we studied from first-principles how the electronic properties of Σ3{111} Si

GB, in the presence of strain and vacancies, are modified by multiple oxygen segregation. We

have chosen the Σ3{111} GB because it is the most likely to form in Si solar cell. [17, 29, 30]
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This is also the most stable GB since there are no dangling bonds and little bond distortion.

[31] Its electrical activity and gettering ability is negligible. [16, 31] However, the behaviour

of Σ3{111} Si GB drastically changes in the presence of strain and vacancies. [23, 31] In

fact, these dislocations cause lattice distortion around sites which can act as gettering center

for impurity.

Starting from the unstrained Σ3{111} Si GB, we considered tensile and compressive

strain differently applied to the GB. Then, multiple oxygen atoms were introduced in the

strained GBs (SGB) in many different possible configurations. For each configuration and

type of strain, we calculated the oxygen segregation energy revealing the factors influencing

the segregation. The same methodology was then implemented to investigate the oxygen

segregation in Σ3{111} Si GB with a Si vacancy (VGB). Starting from Σ3{111} GB with

a Si vacancy, we considered multiple oxygen atoms in different structural configurations

within the GB, and also in this case we studied the mechanisms that regulate the oxygen

segregation.

The electronic properties for each structure have been investigated by analysing the

density of states (DOS) and the band gaps versus the segregation energy. We characterised

the origin of the new energy levels due to the presence of GBs, strain, vacancies and/or

oxygen atoms. Actually, knowing the origin of the electronic states permits to find strategies

to reduce non radiative electron-hole recombination avoiding charge and energy losses and

therefore improving solar cell efficiency.

II. METHODOLOGY AND GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE

The Σ3{111} Si GB consists of two grains of Si forming an interface along the crystal-

lographic plane {111} (coincidence site lattice). The two Si grains are misoriented with

respect to one another by an angle Ω = 60◦. In Fig. (1) we show the Σ3{111} orthorhombic

supercell (a 6= b 6= c and α = β = γ= 90◦) composed of 96 Si atoms generated with GB

Studio program. [32]. The lattice parameters are a=13.30 Å, b=7.68 Å and c=18.81 Å. It is

possible to observe the presence of two GBs, one in the middle of the cell and the other at

the edges of the cell due to the periodic boundary conditions.

Then, we inserted O atoms in the Σ3{111} Si GB which was additionally strained (see

section: III A) and in which we also created a vacancy (see section: III B). For each structure
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we calculated the impurity and the segregation energy of oxygen atoms. Moreover, in order

to compare all the structures, we took Si bulk as a reference. In this case, we used a cubic

supercell (a = b = c and α = β = γ= 90◦) of 64 atoms with a=10.86 Å. This value for a was

obtained by the experimental lattice constant 5.431 Å for a face-centered cubic unit cell of

two Si atoms. [33] We also report the calculated Si bulk modulus B = 95.4 GPa and the

elastic tensor components c11 = 159.8 GPa and c12 = 63.2 GPa. These values are in good

agreement with other theoretical calculations and with the experimental values B = 99.2

GPa, c11 = 167.5 GPa and c12 = 65.0 GPa. [33]

a

b
c

GB

FIG. 1. Σ3{111} Si GB orthorhombic supercell: a, b and c are the lattice parameters. The dotted

line shows the GB between two Si grains.

The calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in

the plane-wave based Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). [34, 35] We employed

the generalised gradient approximation PBE for the exchange-correlation functional [36]

and projector augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials with a cutoff of 400 eV. K-points

sampling within the Monkhorst Pack scheme [37] was used for integration of Brillouin-zone

together with the linear tetrahedron method including Blöchl corrections. [38] In particular,

we used a k-mesh of 3×3×3 to calculate energy properties of the structures and a k-mesh of

7×7×7 to calculate their density of states (DOS). For the structural optimisation, we used

as threshold on the forces the value of 10−2 eV/Å per atom.

The choice of the PBE functional was motivated by the need to find a balance between

accuracy and computational cost. In the recent years, new GGA functionals for solids

have been proposed to improve the description of structural properties. [39] However, the

improvements over PBE are not systematic [39] and in some cases even less accurate. [40]
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Concerning the electronic properties, it is well known that PBE underestimates the elec-

tronic band gaps. For Si bulk we obtain 0.574 eV compared with the experimental value of

1.25 eV. [41]. Hybrids functionals or GW corrections can be used to obtain higher accuracy,

but the computational cost is very high for the systems studied here. However, despite the

understimation of the absolute values of the gaps, we believe that the trend of the electronic

properties is also valid in PBE. For example, for Si bulk the effect of an hybrid functional

or GW corrections is to rigidly shift the band structure. [42, 43]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Oxygen atoms in Σ3{111} Si GB : the role of strain

The formation energy of Σ3{111} Si GB is calculated as

Ef
GB =

EGB − nGBeB
2A

, (1)

where EGB is the energy of the GB, nGB is the number of atoms (96) in the GB supercell, eB

is the energy per Si atom taken from the Si cubic crystal structure, A is the GB cross-section

area and the scaling factor 1/2 denotes the presence of two GBs in the supercell. [15] We

obtained a very low formation energy Ef
GB = 0.002 eV/Å2 (Ef

GB = 0.05 J/m2) which is the

indication of the very regular structure of the Σ3{111} GB, i.e. bond lengths and angles are

close to the Si bulk. [14, 15]

We started by inserting O atoms in the Σ3{111} Si GB in different configurations and

we optimised the structures. In the Supp. Mat. we show examples of structures before and

after optimisation. We always obtain that the O atoms segregate at bond-centered position

between two Si atoms. Therefore, the optimised structures have no coordination defects

as all Si atoms restored their tetrahedral coordination (see Fig. (2)). [23] Moreover, the

position of the O atoms in the GB can change of sites between the different structures, but

the structural parameters (bond lengths and angles) and total energies differ only about

0.01 %.

To investigate the interaction between the O atoms and the Σ3{111} Si GB we calculated
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 2. Σ3{111} Si GB structures with a number n = 1 (a), 2 (b) , 3 (c) and 4 (d) of O atoms

(red balls) in interstitial configurations. Between all the different structures investigated, here we

show those that have the lowest total energy (LE).

the segregation energy of the O atoms as

∆nOGB
nOB = EnOGB − EnOB, (2)

where EnOGB and EnOB are the impurity energies of the O atoms respectively in the GB

and in the bulk Si which are calculated as

EnOGB = EnO+GB − EGB − nµO, (3)

EnOB = EnO+B − EB − nµO. (4)

EnO+GB is the total energy of the GB containing n number of O atoms, EGB is the total

energy of the GB, µO is the chemical potential of oxygen calculated as the energy per atom

of an O2 molecule in vacuum, EnO+B is the total energy of the Si bulk containing n number

of O atoms [44] and EB is the total energy of Si bulk.
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FIG. 3. O segregation energy ∆nOGB
nOB in GB as a function of PnO+GB

B .

The number of O atoms is n = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In Fig. (3) we show the O segregation energies for all the investigated structures which

were ordered by their pressure P nO+GB
B = PnO+GB−PB, calculated as the difference between

the pressure of the GB containing n number of O atoms (PnO+GB) and the pressure of the

Si bulk (PB = 1.973 GPa).

Most of the structures have positive segregation energies (not larger than 1 eV) while

few structures have negative segregation energy (not lower than -0.1 eV). In Tab. (I) we

explicitly report the O segregation energies for n equal to 1, 2, 3 and 4 interstitial O atoms

but only for those structures that have the highest and the lowest total energy (EnO+GB).

In the Supp. Mat. we reported the values for all the structures presented in Fig. (3).

The behaviour we obtained for ∆nOGB
nOB shows that oxygen atoms prefer not to segregate at

GB as the structures become energetically unfavourable. Therefore, this result confirms that

Σ3{111} Si GB has no gettering ability to solute oxygen atoms. [16, 45] These structures

present very similar energetic properties due to their similar structural properties: this fact

impacts also the electronic properties. In Fig. (4) we show the DOS for the Σ3{111} Si

GB without oxygen atoms (GB) and for Σ3{111} Si GBs with multiple oxygen atoms and

lowest total energy (LE). The DOS are almost superimposable. The comparison with the

structures with the highest total energy (HE) is reported in the Supp. Mat. showing the

same behaviour.
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P 1O+GB
B ∆1OGB

1OB P 2O+GB
B ∆2OGB

2OB P 3O+GB
B ∆3OGB

3OB P 4O+GB
B ∆4OGB

4OB

HE 0.382 0.049 0.994 0.499 1.091 0.947 1.346 0.325
LE 0.440 -0.030 0.687 -0.039 0.891 -0.078 1.091 -0.085

TABLE I. Oxygen segregation energy ∆nOVGB
nOGB (eV) and PnO+VGB

B (GPa) for n equal to 1,2,3 and

4 oxygen atoms. The values are reported for the LE (lowest total energy) and HE (highest total

energy) GB.
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FIG. 4. Density of states of the GB (grey shadow), LE (black) and SGB with local strain (red)

and global strain (blue) structures. The number of O atoms is n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. The percentage

of strain is reported in the legend and corresponds to the bond length deformation in the case of

local strain and to the lattice parameter deformation in the case of global strain.

The energetically unfavourable segregation of oxygen atoms at Σ3{111} Si GB can change

in the presence of strain. In fact, a correlation has been found between the segregation of

O atoms and strain. [17, 23] O atoms seem to prefer to segregate under tensile strain. Here

we show in detail the ability of strain to segregate oxygen atoms at GB.

Starting from the unstrained LE Σ3{111} Si GBs previously obtained in the presence of

O atoms (n = 1, 2, 3 and 4), we generated two new groups of structures where the strain is

simulated in this way:
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1) Local Strain (LS) [46]: we modified some bond lengths in the LE Σ3{111} Si GB

creating locally tensile/compressive strain. In Fig. (5) we show two examples for one

O atom. On the left, we elongated the two Si bonds close to the O atom of 3.7% with

respect to the unstrained LE structure. The strained structure is labelled LS+3.7%.

On the right, instead we changed two bonds far from the O atom of about -2.6%

(compression) and 8.3% (elongation). This structure is labelled LS+8.3%
−2.6%.

2) Global Strain (GS): we changed the lattice parameters of the LE Σ3{111} Si GB in the

x and y directions leaving the z direction unchanged. As the elongation or compression

is rigidly applied to the whole structure, the bond lengths are elongated or compressed

of about the same amount. Examples are shown in Fig. (6) where an elongation of

+2.0% (left) and a compression of -2.0% (right) were applied to the a and b lattice

parameters of the LE structure. These structures are labelled respectively GS+2.0%

and GS−2.0% and the bond lengths are respectively elongated by about +2.0% and

compressed by about -2.0%.

2.
40

9 
Å

Si 42

Si 35
Si 50

Si 67

2.543 Å

O

O

2.
32

 Å 2.
29

2 
Å

Si 91 2.
35

3 
Å

2.347 Å

Si 5

Si 18

2.
40

9 
Å

2.
32

 Å

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Σ3{111} Si GB with one O atom (red ball) under local strain. (a) two bonds close to the

O atom are elongated by +3.7%. (b) two bonds far from the O atom are modified of about -2.6%

and +8.3%. Modified bond lengths are reported in black (strained) and grey (unstrained).

Applying LS and GS methodologies to the LE Σ3{111} Si GB, we realised a series of

strained structures which differs by the percentage of strain and for which we calculated the

segregation energy of the O atoms as :

∆nOSGB
nOGB = EnOSGB − EnOGB, (5)
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b
c

a

FIG. 6. Σ3{111} Si GB under global strain. The cell in black-solid line is the unstrained one, while

red-dotted line and blue-dotted line represent the compressed and tensile strained cells respectively.

The lattice parameter c, in the z direction, is left unchanged, while a and b, in the xy plane, are

modified.

where EnOSGB is the impurity energy of the O atoms in the strained GB calculated as :

EnOSGB = EnO+SGB − ESGB − nµO, (6)

and EnOGB is defined in Eq. (3). In particular, EnO+SGB is the energy of the strained GB

containing n number of O atoms and ESGB is the energy of the strained GB.

0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1 1,1

P
nO+SGB

B  (GPa)

-4
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B

   (
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)

1O
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3O
4O

FIG. 7. Oxygen segregation energy ∆nOSGB
nOGB in locally strained GB as a function of PnO+SGB

B . The

number of O atoms is n = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

To keep the effect of the strain during the simulation, it is important not to fully relax

the strained structures, otherwise the systems would relax to their unstrained counterpart.
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FIG. 8. Oxygen segregation energy ∆nOSGB
nOGB in globally strained GB as a function of PnO+SGB

B .

The number of O atoms is n = 1, 2, 3 and 4.

[46] Therefore considering first the strained GB with only one O atom we tried two different

strategies to calculate the strained total energies : 1) performing a self-consistent calculation,

2) optimising the structure by constraining the Si atoms around the O atom. The results

obtained for ∆1OSGB
1OGB with the two strategies are reported in the Supp. Mat. and differ by

about 3×10−3 eV which is also two orders of magnitude smaller than the DFT accuracy. For

these reasons, for n = 2, 3 and 4 O atoms, we proceeded by just performing a self-consistent

calculation.

In Fig. (7) we show the O segregation energies (∆nOSGB
nOGB ) in LS GBs as a function of their

pressure P nO+SGB
B = PnO+SGB−PB, calculated as the difference between the pressure of the

SGB with n number of O atoms (PnO+SGB) and the pressure of the Si bulk (PB). We found

that even if locally we have a tensile strain close to the O atom, the PnO+SGB, which average

over the whole cell, is always positive, indicateing therefore a compressive strain. [46] It is

important to underline this point because we obtain that all the structures have negative

∆nOSGB
nOGB which means that O segregation is expected. However, the segregation is strongly

related to the local tensile strain around the O atoms. The local geometry of the boundary

site where the O is segregated seems to be clearly correlated to the capacity of the GB to

act as a gettering site. Moreover, the higher is the number of oxygen atoms in the strained

region, the more effective is the segregation. The explicit values of ∆nOSGB
nOGB in the case of

LS are reported in Tab. (II) and in the Supp. Mat. for comparison with GS structures.
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We point out that the values of LS considered here are only those where the strain

is applied close to the O atoms. In fact, calculating the effects of strain far from the O

atoms we observed that it is much less effective in in fostering the segregation process. To

obtain segregation energies of the same order of magnitudes as those in Tab. (II) we need to

apply much stronger strain. For example for LS+8.3%
−2.6% we obtain ∆1OSGB

1OGB = −1.552 eV with

P nO+SGB
B = 0.466 GPa.

In Fig. (8) we show ∆nOSGB
nOGB in GS GBs as a function of the pressure P nO+SGB

B . The trend

we observe is independent on the number of O atoms. The more the pressure is negative

(tensile), the more the O atoms are segregated. Instead, exactly the opposite is obtained

in the case of compression. These effects seem to be progressively more pronounced as the

number of oxygen atoms increases and it seems to stabilise for 3 and 4 O atoms. This

behaviour, including the reversal in the oxygen segregation capacity between tensile and

compressive strain, is probably due to the fact that under tensile strain silicon and oxygen

atoms can mimick the structure of SiO2 which in fact has a lattice parameter larger than Si:

this cannot happen in the case of compression. The explicit values of ∆nOSGB
nOGB are reported

for some of the structures in Tab. (II), while in the Supp. Mat. we reported all the values.

We observe that for the GS, contrary to the LS, there is no ambiguity in the interpretation

of the sign of the pressure: an elongation (compression) of the lattice parameters implies an

elongation (compression) of the bonds.

P 1O+SGB
B ∆1OSGB

1OGB P 2O+SGB
B ∆2OSGB

2OGB P 3O+SGB
B ∆3OSGB

3OGB P 4O+SGB
B ∆4OSGB

4OGB

LS+3.7% 0.432 -1.589 0.665 -2.602 0.861 -3.334 1.065 -3.984
LS+5.7% 0.435 -1.607 0.661 -2.482 0.853 -3.353 1.062 -3.999
GS+3.0% -4.676 -0.426 -4.543 -0.626 -4.452 -0.781 -4.282 -0.768
GS+0.5% -0.533 -0.080 -0.308 -0.120 -0.126 -0.153 -0.067 -0.150
GS−0.5% 1.467 0.086 1.735 0.129 1.962 0.166 2.163 0.163
GS−3.0% 7.476 0.579 7.870 0.884 8.223 1.154 8.458 1.135

TABLE II. Oxygen segregation energy ∆nOSGB
nOGB (eV) in locally and globally strained GBs and

PnO+SGB
B (GPa) for n equal to 1,2,3 and 4 oxygen atoms.

From Tab. (II) it’s clear that oxygen segregation is strongly disadvantaged in the case of

compressive strain (GS−0.5%, GS−3.0%), while it is favorite in the case of tensile strain for

both LS and GS and with increasing number of O atoms. [17, 23] Basically, the homoge-

neous/inhomogeneous distribution of tensile strain field around segregating sites is playing a
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role both in case of LS and GS, where the effect is more prominent in the case of the former

than the latter. In the case of LS, we have the maximum inhomogeneous distribution of

stress, whereas in case of GS the applied stress distributes homogeneously over all sites,

hence its relative distortion is weak. Now as we increase the numbers of oxygen atoms, the

local distortion is even more pronounced if compared to isolated impurity and hence serving

effectively on the process of segregation.

In Fig. (4) we plotted the DOS of the strained structures to analyse how the electronic

properties change with respect to the pure unstrained GB and unstrained LE structures. We

observe that the electronic properties are almost unchanged despite the fact that important

segregation energies have been calculated in some of the strained GBs. This can be ex-

plained by the fact that silicon atoms in all the structures continue to keep their tetrahedral

coordination. Only the GS induces some changes in the structure, which however seem to

remain quite small.

B. Oxygen atoms in Σ3{111} Si GB with a Si vacancy

Oxygen atoms can also segregate in Si GBs in the presence of Si vacancies. In fact, when

a vacancy is created in the GB, it induces coordination defects in the structure, which means

that Si is not four-fold coordinated anymore. Therefore, Si vacancies create dangling bonds

which modify both the energetic and the electronic properties of the system.

Within Σ3{111} Si GB only two distinct positions of Si exist, where vacancies can be

created. These vacancies are shown in Fig. (9) and indicated throughout the paper as V 1

and V 2. The effect of creating a vacancy is that, after structural relaxation, two Si atoms

become three-fold coordinated. These atoms are labelled as Si1 and Si2.

The formation energy of the vacancy in the GB is calculated as

Ef
VGB = EVGB −

nGB − 1

nGB

EGB, (7)

where EVGB is the total energy of the GB with a vacancy, nGB and EGB are defined in

Eq. (1).[17] For V 1 vacancy we found Ef
VGB = 2.91 eV, while for V 2 vacancy we found

Ef
VGB = 3.04 eV.

In Fig. (9) the DOS of V 1 and V 2 is also shown. Both V 1 and V 2 present a sharp peak at
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FIG. 9. Relaxed Σ3{111} Si GB with silicon vacancies labelled as V 1 (a) and V 2 (b). All Si

atoms are four-fold coordinated except the atoms we labelled as Si1 and Si2 which are three-fold

coordinated. On the bottom the DOS of the corresponding above structures ((c) V 1, (d) V 2) are

reported with a focus in the insets that shows the projected DOS (P-DOS) of Si1, Si2 and Si3

atoms (P-DOS of atom Si4 is not reported because it is superimposable to that of atom Si3.

the bottom of the conduction which by the analysis of the projected-DOS (see inset) is due

to the three-fold coordinated atoms Si1 and Si2. Another peak is also observed at around

-0.5 eV in the valence band. This peak comes from the atoms Si3 and Si4 indicated on the

so called V 1 and V 2 structures. Si3 and Si4 are four coordinated atoms but the presence

of the vacancy in the GB induces strong structural distortions that are at the origin of this

peak. In the pristine GB the atoms Si3 and Si4 are four-fold coordinated with angles ∼
109.5 ◦ and bond lengths ∼ 2.35 Å, while in the presence of the vacancies the angles are ∼
58.0 ◦, ∼ 122.5 ◦, ∼ 122.3 ◦ and ∼ 115.1 ◦ and the bond lengths change of ∼ 0.2 Å.

Starting from V 1 and V 2 vacancies, we inserted O atoms in different configurations and

we optimised the structures. We found that two opposite situations can occur that we show

in Fig. (10) for one O atom. We obtained that: 1) the O atom bonded with the three-fold

coordinated Si1 and S2 atoms restoring the four coordination (no dangling bonds), 2) the
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O atom placed at bond-centered position between two four-fold coordinated Si atoms (two

dangling bonds). In the case of two, three and four O atoms, we obtained the same two

situations described for a single oxygen with the rest of the oxygen atoms in bond-centered

positions.

O

O

Si2 Si2

Si1

Si2

Si1

Si2

Si1

O
O

Si1

(b)

(d)(c)

(a)

FIG. 10. Σ3{111} Si GB with V 1 ((a) and (b)) or V 2 ((c) and (d)) vacancy and one O atom

(red ball). In a) and c) the O atom creates bonds with the three-fold coordinated Si atoms (Si1

and Si2) restoring the four coordination for all the atoms. In (b) and (d), the O atom places at

bond-centered position between two four-fold coordinated Si atoms. The atoms Si1 and Si2 are

still three-fold coordinated.

The segregation energy of the O atoms at the GB with a vacancy is

∆nOVGB
nOGB = EnOVGB − EnOGB (8)

where EnOVGB and EnOGB are the impurity energies of the O atoms respectively in the GB

with a vacancy and in the GB which are calculated as

EnOVGB = EnO+VGB − EVGB − nµO, (9)

where EnO+VGB is the energy of the GB with a vacancy with n atoms of O, EVGB is the

energy of the GB with a vacancy (VGB), µO is the chemical potential of the O atom, and
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EnOGB is defined in Eq. 3 (Sec. III A).
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FIG. 11. O segregation energy ∆nOVGB
nOGB as a function of PnO+VGB

B . The number of O atoms is n

= 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In Fig. (11) we show the O segregation energies ∆nOVGB
nOGB for the investigated structures as

a function of their pressure P nO+VGB
B = PnO+VGB − PB calculated as the difference between

the pressure of the GB with the vacancy containing n number of O atoms (PnO+VGB) and

the pressure of the Si bulk (PB) . The explicit values of ∆nOVGB
nOGB are reported in Tab. (III)

for the structures with the highest and lowest segregation energy. The values for all the

structures are reported in the Supp. Mat.. Similarly to strained structures, the segregation

energy progressively decreases including one, two, three and four O atoms.

P 1O+VGB
B ∆1OVGB

1OGB P 2O+VGB
B ∆2OVGB

2OGB P 3O+VGB
B ∆3OVGB

3OGB P 4O+VGB
B ∆4OVGB

4OGB

HEV 1 -0.062 0.075 0.073 -0.091 0.359 0.766 0.462 -0.985
LEV 1 -0.276 -1.933 0.352 -2.671 1.008 -2.839 1.198 -3.073
HEV 2 -0.151 0.080 0.138 -0.179 0.325 -0.865 0.638 -1.076
LEV 2 -0.281 -1.908 0.309 -2.634 0.643 -2.824 0.876 -3.408

TABLE III. Oxygen segregation energy ∆nOVGB
nOGB (eV) and PnO+VGB

B (GPa) for n equal to 1,2,3

and 4 oxygen atoms. The values are reported for the LE (lowest total energy) and HE (highest

total energy) for V 1 and V 2 vacancies.

In Fig. (12) we plotted the DOS of V 1 with 1O, 2O, 3O and 4O (top panels) and the

DOS of V 2 with 1O, 2O, 3O and 4O (bottom panels). We selected three configurations: the

structures with the lowest total energy (LE), with the highest total energy (HE) and with

intermediate total energy (IE) between LE and HE.
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The behaviour of the DOS can be interpreted as following. All the LE structures have

the dangling bonds saturated by an O atom (no dangling bonds). The peak at the bottom

of the conduction band is therefore not present anymore. Instead, the peak in the valence

band due to geometrical distortion of four-fold Si atoms in the presence of the vacancy is still

present. These types of structures are the most energetically stable and have the electronic

gap similar to the GB electronic gap.

The IE and HE structures have a more complex and different geometrical rearrangement

of the Si and the O atoms. At the bottom of the conduction band we can find or not

the peak already present in the pure V 1 and V 2 structures. The existence of this peak

is always related to the fact that the O can saturate or not the dangling bonds of the Si

atoms. Moreover, the peak, if present, can be sharp or broad. This is due to modification

of the geometric structure such as bond lengths and angles with respect to their pristine

counterpart (the GB with the vacancy only). The peak in the valence band instead is

always due to the four-fold silicon atoms and relative structural distortions. The IE and HE

structures can strongly decrease the electronic gap as many different probable segregation

sites investigated have shown.

C. Discussion

The segregation energy mechanisms depend on local geometry distortions obtained by

the GBs itself or otherwise generated by strain and/or vacancies. In Σ3{111} Si GBs, we

found that O atoms do not segregate as well as other kinds of impurities such as C, B,

P and Co, even if the impurity concentrations were high. [16, 45] Instead, less symmetric

boundaries such as Σ9{221} and Σ27{552} demonstrated to be efficient gettering centers

for atomic impurities. [14, 26, 45, 47, 48] It is therefore clear that segregation is expected

when the system is locally distorted.

The strain is present in GBs and induces additional local distortions. For oxygen atoms,

experimental studies predict O atoms to segregate under tensile stress to attain more stable

bonding network by reducing the local stress favourably in higher order grain boundary.

[23, 45] Through our calculations, we confirm that for O, tensile strain is always favorite

and that local strain seems to be more effective than global strain. The role of strain was also

pointed out for other atomic impurities such as C, B, Al, Ge, Fe and P. [15, 17, 19, 47, 49]
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FIG. 12. The DOS of V 1 (a) and V 2 (b) with 1O, 2O, 3O and 4O atoms, respectively. The DOS of

the GB with the vacancy only (grey shadow) is compared with that of the same structure plus an

increasing number of oxygen atoms in the case of the lowest (LE red line), highest (HE blue line)

and intermediate (IE green line) total energy. Numerical values in the inset are the segregation

energy and the energy gap in eV, respectively.

However, it was found that for some impurities it is the compressive strain that favours

segregation.

The presence of vacancies also induces local geometrical deformation of the GB. [13, 19,

50–52] The segregation is favorite for those structures which have restored tetrahedral co-
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valent bonds. The impurities become substitutional defects. [15] The presence of vacancies

attract atomic impurities in order to restore the electronic stability. The same behaviour

was also observed in Ni GBs with Si as impurities. [53]
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FIG. 13. The segregation energies for the Σ3{111} Si GB in presence of interstitial impurities

(I, solid symbols), strain (S, heavy shading) and vacancies (V, light shading) as a function of the

relative electronic band gaps. As a reference we plotted with dashed lines the Si bulk (dark green),

the Σ3{111} Si GB (cyan) and the V1 and V2 (light green) electronic band gaps. Structures with

increasing number of oxygen atoms are represented with different colours and symbols: 1O black

circles, 2O red squares, 3O blue diamonds, 4O orange triangles.

The electronic properties of the Σ3{111} Si GB are not significantly changed for interstial

oxygen atoms and in the presence of strain. The DOS has the same shape as for the pure GB.

The oxygen atoms segregate at bond-centered position between two silicon atoms, restoring

the configuration of SiO2. The electronic properties are therefore determined by the Σ3{111}
Si GB.

Instead, a very different situation occurred in the presence of vacancies. A vacancy creates

dangling bonds which can interact with the oxygen atoms segregating at the GB. The way

vacancies interact with atomic impurities can be variegated and strongly depends on the

number of segregated species. Predicting and then tuning the electronic behaviour is very

complicated. In fact, there exist cases where oxygen atoms can passivate dangling bonds

coming from vacancies, suppressing electron-hole recombination and cases where instead

deep energy states still exist.
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In Fig. (13) we show the segregation energies for the Σ3{111} Si GB in presence of

interstitial impurities, strain and vacancies as a function of the electronic band gaps. As

a reference we also plotted the Si bulk, the Σ3{111} Si GB and the V1 and V2 electronic

band gaps (V1 and V2 gaps are almost the same). The gaps of strained structures or with

the presence of interstitial impurities change very little with respect to Si bulk and Σ3{111}
Si GB (approximatively of about ± 0.05 eV). The behaviour is very different in the case

of vacancies: actually the energy gaps of pure V1 and V2 structures is significantly smaller

than that of bulk Si or GB. Moreover the presence of interstitial impurities coupled with

the vacancy spreads the energy gaps in a wide range of about ±0.3 eV around the reference

value. In terms of segregation energies it can be observed that while oxygen impurities are

not able to segregate in pristine Σ3{111} Si GB the presence of strain can, in some cases,

favours the segregation while oxygen is always able to segregate in the presence of a Si

vacancy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied from first-principles the role of strain and vacancies in the segregation energy

of O atoms at Σ3{111} Si GB. We considered tensile and compressive strain locally and

globally applied to the GB. Then, multiple oxygen atoms were introduced in the strained

GBs in many different possible configurations. For each configuration and type of strain, we

calculated the oxygen segregation energy revealing the factors influencing the segregation

itself. We found that oxygen segregation is always favoured by tensile strain and that local

strain seems to be more effective for segregation than global one. The same methodology

was then implemented to investigate the oxygen segregation in Σ3{111} Si GB with a Si

vacancy: we included multiple oxygen atoms in different structural configurations, trying

to deduce the mechanisms that regulate the process. The segregation is favorite for those

structures which have restored a full tetrahedral coordination. The interstitial oxygen atoms,

attracted by the presence of vacancies, become substitutional defects that tend to restore

the electronic stability. The inhomogeneous distribution of strain field around segregating

sites, due to both local geometrical distortion or the presence of a Si vacancy, is the main

factor that influences the oxygen segregation at GBs.

Then we studied how the electronic properties of GBs can change due to O segregation.
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The correlation between strain and vacancies and the electronic structure of the GBs was

pointed out. For each structure we have analysed the DOS and the band gaps versus the

segregation energy as well as the projected DOS in order to characterise the origin of new

energy levels. Actually, the knowledge of the nature of particular electronic states enables

researchers to design new materials and strategies to reduce non radiative electron-hole

recombination avoiding charge and energy losses and therefore improving solar cell efficiency.

A full understanding of the role of GBs and impurities in the solar cells performance is

a very difficult problem for which further theoretical and experimental investigations would

be required. The role of different types of GBs (atoms/size/order) and impurities on the

electronic properties will be a future step in order to calculate and optimize the optical

absorption of devices.
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